
Adv.Pr. 4/21/47. 7. (1/2) 37.

(student talking)

MacRae: Yes, here we have three cases where the word, two cases

(unclear) Q. 1/4) ... area of meaning is a very important thing, particularly

(11/4)... on the interest that we have this word 21 Isaii 26

(student) yes but what I'm thinking right at the moment is Isaiah 24:22. There,

after mary days shall they be visited. In that case, ih all they be remembered

would fit equally w1l. That is, after many da's, 8ttert ' to their case.

Does that help you in relation tothe area? The paying of attention to their case?

Is tha' a clue? Nw let's look at this one again. What Is K Isaiah 22? trouble,

and they visited me. Paid attention to me doesn't seemto fit either.

(and her student: maybe this idea, not orty the idea of remembering but of

doing something about it.

MacRae: Yes, in other words, the Lord remembered (2 3/4)

do something about it. In trouble have they visited thee, poured out their

and my chastening was upon them. They showed a marked change of attitude toward

the Lord, in (3)

Student: What's the matter with 3) trouble that they remembered?

That is, in their great trouble remeber that the Lord is the one who

can succor them from it.

MacRae: Yes, of course it's a matter of semantics.

Stddent: Yes, not only of remembering, but to submit to it.

MacRae: Yes. It's a matter of semantics. Our English word remember, they

mean that something comes into your ml d as has occurred at a previous time. Or it

means that because your mind it pays specific attention to something which was pre

viously in the background. 0 Lord, remember me. Does that mean, don't fogjet about

me. Try tomake your =w mind alert, that you will recall me. That isn't what it

means at all. You mean, you say, here is a man who meets womebody that he hasn't
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